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Forrst mc~rchin~g is a fundamental step in solving various problems detined on terms such as ILIT~I 
,nutchincq. We describe the first optImaI speedup parallel algorithm for solving the forest matching 
problem. Our algorithm runs in time O(log II) using II log II processors on a CRCW PRAM, given 
a forest of II nodes as input. We uhe this algorithm to design the lirst optimal speedup parallel 
algorithm for solving the term matching problem. We also extend these algorithms to run on the 
weaker CREW PRAM with optimal speedup as well. This will involve a simple randomization 
scheme for simulating concurrent writes through a use of hashing. 
1. Introduction 
Unification of terms arises often in symbolic computation problems. It is used in 
logic programming systems [7, 151, type inferencing [16], and in term rewriting 
systems [14]. Term matching is a very important special case of unification. As 
observed by Dwork et al. in [ 121 and by Ramesh et al. in [19], a recent study 
, performed on extant Prolog programs revealed that, very often, the full power of 
general unification is not needed by these systems and, indeed, term matching suffices. 
Informally, a term is an expression over the variables .yl , x2.. . and function symbols 
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.r; .f” l,.... where the superscripts i.,j.... denote the number of arguments in the 
function symbols. The input to the term matching problem consists of two terms I-, 
and T2. where the term T, is not allowed to have any variables in it: it is referred to as 
a ground term. The term matching problem is to dctcrmine if there is a substitution for 
the variables in term T, such that the resulting term is syntactically identical to term 
T,. For example. the term .r’;?(.~, , x2) matches with the term r’:(,r’:(,1‘:‘).,r:(,r’~)) by 
substituting ,/‘i (,j’S ) and ,/‘i (,/‘i) for .Y, and .Y?. respectively. 
Terms can be naturally expressed as rooted directed trees whose nodes are labeled 
by variables and function symbols. A node labeled by a function symbol with 
i arguments has i edges incident from it. The,jth such edge is incident to the root of 
a subtree that represents the,jth argument of this function. Throughout this paper. WC 
will be dealing with terms represented in this manner as labeled rooted directed trees. 
and we will refer to them interchangeably as terms or trees whenever this does not 
result in confusion. 
Term rewriting and logic programming systems are computation-intensive. Since 
term matching is a frequently used primitive operation in these systems, Dwork et al. 
[1 11. Dwork et al. [I?], and Ramesh et al. [ 191 searched for fast parallel algorithms 
for solving this problem. Of obvious interest and importance to parallel computing is 
to design parallel algorithms with optimal speedup; a parallel algorithm for solving 
a problem is said to have optimal speedup if its processor-time product asymptotically 
matches the bounds on the running time of the best-known sequential algorithm for 
solving the same problem. 
In this paper WC present the lirst parallel algorithms for term matching that have 
optimal speedup. Note that the best-known sequential algorithm for term matching is 
optimal since. given terms of size II. it has a time complexity of O(n) due to the 
well-known linear unification algorithm of Paterson and Wegman [ 171. Since our 
parallel algorithms have optimal speedups relative to this Paterson Wegman algo- 
rithm. it follows that our results are optimal as well. Previously reported parallel 
algorithms for term matching do not have optimal speedup. We will compare our 
work in greater detail with previous work on parallel algorithms for term matching 
subsequently. 
2. Background and overview of results 
Throughout this paper we use the parallel random access machine (or PRAM) as , 
our basic model of parallel processing. A PRAM consists of a collection of random 
access machines. They can all read and write from a globally shared random access 
memory. The CRCW PRAM allows all the processors to read and write from the 
same memory location in one step. However, when more than one processor attempts 
to write into the same location in memory. only one of the processors succeeds 
nondeterministically and it is allowed to write its value into the memory location. In 
the CREW PRAM, all the processors are allowed to read from the same memory 
location in a given time step. Only one processor is allowed to write into a specific 
memory location on the same step. In the even weaker EREW PRAM, only one 
processor can read from or write into a specific memory location at any time step. 
Let &(n) denote the time required by a given parallel algorithm A to solve 
a problem of size tl using P,(n) processors. Each random access machine is allowed 
arithmetic and logical operations on integers of magnitude no”‘. We say that A has 
optitnul spew/up if T,(n) P,,(n) is O(Scy(n)). where &q(n) is the running time of the 
best-known sequential algorithm for solving the same problem. We refer to 
r,(t~)P,.~(n) as the \t~~rk done by A. 
Our contributions are: 
(I) We specify the first parallel algorithm for the term matching problem that has 
optimal speedup on a CRCW PRAM. Our algorithm runs in O(log n) time on n/log n’ 
processors. 
(2) One of our main contributions is to solve the problem offorest matchiny* in 
parallel with optimal speedup. We identify forest matching as the main bottleneck in 
solving the more general term matching problem optimally. Forest matching is 
applied at two points in our term matching algorithms. 
(3) Our algorithm can be modified to yield a Monte Carlo algorithm with O(logn) 
expected time using tr:logtz processors of a CREW PRAM. 
We now compare our work to previous results for solving the term matching 
problem. 
(1) In 1121 Dwork et al. specify parallel algorithms for solving the term matching 
problem. For terms represented as trees, their algorithm runs on the CREW PRAM. 
It requires t? processors and runs in time O(log n) and, thus, its speedup (and work) 
is not optimal. In [12] they also consider alternate representations of terms, not 
necessarily as trees, but more generally as DAGs. They present a Las Vegas parallel 
algorithm for term matching with DAG representations as inputs. This algorithm 
runs in time O(log’ tr) using M(n) processors, where M(n) is the complexity of n x n 
matrix multiplication. 
’ All logarithms are to the base 7. 
’ Forest matchmg is a special case of computing lirwuge funcrions on forests. A full definition of lineage 
functions is beyond the scope of this report. Briefly, we are given an input forest whose vertices and/or edges 
are labeled. A lineage function maps a set of labels of paths in this forest into some (range) set. Our 
algorithm for computing forest matching can be generalized to compute a class of lineage functions with 
optimal speedup. 
(2) Ramesh et al. [IY] present 21 parallel algorithm for term matching. Their 
algorithm runs in time O(log’n) time on II processors on an EREW PRAM. On the 
CRCW PRAM. their technique yields a parallel algorithm for term matching that 
uses II processors and runs in O(log n) time. In this case. they are a factor of O(log n) 
away from achieving optimal speedup. 
(3) Verma and Ramakrishnan [71] proved that any CRCW PRAM algorithm for 
term matching requires R(logr~; loglogn) time when the number of processors is 
polynomial in II. They also gag an algorithm matching, this time. lower bound using 
II? log II processors. 
The rest of our paper is organized as follows. In Section 3 we describe the forest 
matching problem and a CRCW PRAM algorithm for solving it. In Section 4 we 
prove the correctness of this algorithm and analyze its complexity. We apply this 
algorithm for forest matching to solve the term matching problem in Section 5. In 
Section 6 \vc sketch extensions of our algorithm to run on a CREW PRAM. 
3. The forest matching problem 
In this section we define the forest matching problem and develop an optimal 
parallel algorithm for solving it. 
We introduce the following preliminary definitions. Let T bc a rooted directed tree. 
The tlc~prl~ of a node is its distance from the root, and the Iwi~qht of the tree is the 
maximum of the depths of its nodes. For each node 17 ofa tree Tdefine root(\j) to be the 
root of T. Also. define pc~h(\~. II) whenever II is an ancestor of 1’ as a sequence of 
positive integers specifying the unique path from I’ to II recursively, as follows: 
(1) if II is the parent of I’. then prrt/~(rl. II)= i if and only if 1’ is the ith child of u (i> 0). 
(3) if 11’ is the ith child of II and prrr/l(~‘.~r’)=(I\,.....li,). where /=tlrptl~(v)- 
~lepth(lr’), then ~~rth(v. II)=(~, . .._. X,. i). 
We use ptrth(\,) to denote ptrfl~( 1’. r’oot( i*)). The /iwr.s~ rmlrc.lliry problem is defined as 
follows. 
I~plrt: Forest of rooted oriented trees consisting of ;I set of II nodes C.. r~trrr~rtl with 
numbers I. . . . . II, given as an adjacency list. 
O~fplrl: A c,lltr,rrc,rc~~isric, \ aluc for each node. i.e. a mapping z : I’+ i I. . II) such 
that for any 19, . i’2t C’. ,7(\v, ) = z(vl) if and only if JXI~/I(\*, )=pc/ll~(~*,). 
Informally. the goal of forest matching is to identify the nodes from the trees in the 
input forest that have identical paths to their roots. While the pith of a node captures 
this information uniquely, it can be II log II bits long. Since PRAMS are constrained to 
manipulate O(logn) bit words. we arc faced with the interesting problem of encoding 
the potentially long l~trtl~s of these nodes succinctly. Therefore. to do forest matching 
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we need to compute a function from the set of nodes of the trees into the set of positive 
integers that can be represented in O(logn) bits, referred to as characteristics. 
3.2. A CRCW PRAM algorithm for forest matching 
We now describe an algorithm that takes a forest as its input and produces 
characteristics for all of its nodes as output. The rest of this section is organized as 
follows. We first outline some of the basic ideas involved in solving this problem. Then 
we successively introduce three techniques. When combined with the “basic ideas”, 
these three techniques enable us to design an optimal algorithm for forest matching. 
3.2.1. A s&optimal algorithm ,for forest matching 
We first sketch an algorithm due to Ramesh et al. [19] which is not optimal but is 
helpful in introducing some of the ideas. Recall that the problem of forest matching is 
to take long (possibly n bits long) paths of nodes and collapse them into short (O(logn) 
bits long) characteristic values. Intuitively, this can be done for each node in the forest 
by repeatedly accumulating increasing amounts of path information from this node to 
a root in successive phases. During phase zero, the characteristic of a node is the label 
of the edge connecting it to its parent (path of length 1). In the kth phase the 
characteristic value of a node is the path to its ancestor at a distance 2k, whenever such 
an ancestor exists. 
In this approach, if the characteristic values are represented by entire paths, then 
they can grow as many as R(n) bits. This would mean that PRAMS need to handle 
larger than O(logn) bit words. Therefore, in each phase k we have to compact the 
characteristic values to O(log n) bit representation while preserving the property that 
they uniquely encode the path from each node to its ancestor at the distance 2k. (This 
is done using a simple leader election protocol to be described later.) Then, in the kth 
phase, the nodes will be partitioned into equivalence classes based on the value of the 
path to an ancestor at a distance 2k. The new characteristic value for each node in the 
equivalence class will be the name of the leader, which is logn bits long. It is easy to 
verify that this algorithm has a complexity of O(n log n) operations. 
The reason the above scheme [19] does not have optimal speedup is that o(n) 
nodes participate in @(log n) stages resulting in Q(n log n) operations, as every node 
explicitly computes the path information to its root. To design an algorithm with O(n) 
operational complexity, we considered schemes in which only a “few” nodes are 
allowed to participate in “many” phases. We will approach this problem as one of 
node scheduliny; that is the problem of choosing “appropriate” candidates for particip- 
ating on successive phases. In the next two subsections we will describe our approach 
to solving this node scheduling problem. 
3.2.2. Simple node scheduling 
Rather than B(n) nodes participating on all the phases, we need to decrease the 
number of nodes that participate in successive phases. We introduce the first technique 
to solve this problem. Consider two nodes 1’ and 71. where 77 is an ancestor of r. Suppose 
that at some point of the algorithm, ~(1,) encodes only the path from v to u and, 
subsequently, z(u) encodes the path from 71 to its root. Then the path information 
available to 1% and 71 in ,t(i)) and x(u), respectively, can be suitably combined such that 
the resulting ~(1,) value encodes the correct path information from 11 to its root. In 
other words. all the nodes need not participate in all the phases. Instead, they can 
choose appropriate ancestors through which they can implicitly compute the com- 
plete path information to the root. 
This means that the algorithm for forest matching must be made up of two stages. 
During the kth phase of the rt,indin<l strr<+~ of this algorithm. only nodes whose distance 
to the root is a multiple of 2’ participate. Moreover. upon completion of this phase, 
the characteristic value of these nodes will correctly encode the path information to 
their ancestors at a distance of 2’. In this manner, decreasing numbers of nodes 
participate in successive phases and accumulate the appropriate path information by 
“winding” their way towards the roots. 
Note. however, that a node whose distance from the root is odd would have stopped 
participating after the first round. As such. its characteristic value would only encode 
its path value to its parent. In general. for an input forest of height H>2, the 
characteristic values of the nodes at the end of the winding stage would not correctly 
encode the complete prrth(\t) for all nodes r that stopped participating before the last 
phase. This situation is remedied by introducing an additional un\~inding stayr. 
During this stage, a node r that stopped participating after round k of the winding 
stage will wake up as soon as the characteristic value of its ancestor u at a distance 2” 
correctly cncodcs pc77/7(u). At this point the l(r) value is combined with the z(u) and we 
will be done. 
Consider applying this strategy to an input forest that is a disjoint union of a set of 
chains as shown in Fig. I. In this case it is obvious that during the winding stage 
the number of active nodes in successive phases 0. I. 2, . . ..rlog rzl- I is bounded 
above by the sequence 77,[77’21. r77 41.... Also, during the unwinding stage. the 
number of candidate nodes is bounded above by the sequence . . ..rr7/41. [77:2j, 77. 
From this it follows that for this example the total work is O(n). In fact, the forest 
matching problem can be solved for this example using 77: log77 processors in O(logr7) 
time. 
In the above example. this simple node scheduling scheme does yield an algorithm 
with optimal speedup. However. we are concerned with its behavior, given an 
arbitrary forest as input. Consider an alternative example illustrated in Fig. 2. In this 
example there is one bounded-degree-tree of depth R(n) having R(n) nodes on a single 
level /=2LL’1”B”7. Since the nodes from I participate in R(logn) phases. n(nlog77) 
operations are rcquircd to handle the nodes on this level alone! While the above- 
mentioned simple node scheduling schcmc does result in a monotonically decreasing 
(increasing) sequence of nodes on successive phases of the winding (unwinding) stage. 
the rate of this decrease (and. therefore. increase) is not fast enough to ensure linear 
work in the general case. 
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Fig. 2. A tree for which the “powers of two” scheduling strategy is not optimal. 
3.2.3. Node scheduling to ensure linear v,ork 
In this section we further refine the scheduling strategy described above with the 
goal of designing an njlogn processor O(logn) time algorithm for forest matching. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that the number of levels If+ 1 is a power of 2. 
First, we need the following preprocessing step. 
A. Preprocessiny. (1) For each node v compute its level, letlel(v). The levels range from 
0 through H. 
(2) Compute a pre-order numbering of the input forest; we do this by creating 
a dummy root and viewing the input forest as a single tree. This is stored as an 
array P. 
(3) Permute P such that P[,j] = 1’ if and only if I’ is the ,jth vertex in the pre-order 
numbering. 
(4) For each vertex 1’. create a pointer to the nearest vertex 18’ to the right of 13 in 
P such that /cr.c~/(~,‘)3level(l,) and 1” is not a descendant of I’. Let L be the resulting list. 
Note that L partitions the input forest by level in an obvious way: two nodes are on 
the same level if and only if they are in the same list. 
(5) Use list ranking on L to compute the mapping c’our7t : (0,. _ H) 4 (0. _. II I 
listing the number of nodes on each level. 
Using this information from array co1rr7t KY now select candidate nodes for partici- 
pation in successive phases. Let /7 = log( H + 1). 
B. Sc~I~cti~7~g c~firc r7otlc~.s. (I ) In a given phase k. li = 0, _. . 17, partition the levels of the 
forest into h, =(H + I I,'?" htrr7tl.s. numbered from 0 to h, ~ 1. The ith band Ba, i consists 
of levels 2” (i+ I)?“- I. 1 , 
(2) For each i, select exactly one of the levels of the band B,,, to be uctic~ during the 
kth phase. That is. define ;I mapping trc,fifv: (BJk = 0. . . . . /I, i=O .__.. 
h,- I ; + (0. . . . H ) such that oc,ti7~( B,,;)EB~,, and (i) LK~~~YJ(B~~,,) is the unique level 
in B,j,i. and (ii) ~(,tir~~(B~,~)=1. where /ELKII’IX~(B~_ ,, Jr )utrcri~(B~ ,,‘;+, ) and 
~ou17t(/)=min (i,o7tr7r(rrc,rir~c’(B,~ ,,2i)), c.olrrlt(trr,til‘c’(B,~ ,,?,+, )) ). 
(3) Compute for each level I the latest phase E(I) during which it is active in the 
winding stage. Specifically, E(I)= max (I; 1 !li(trctirc~(B,,~)= I)). (This information will 
Aso be used during the unwinding stage.) Compute for each node I’ the ~~pocI7 (>(I’). i e. 
the latest phase during which it is active during the winding stage. Specifically, using 
the information from the previous step. we compute the mapping 1~: C’- (0. .,., 17) by 
setting c(~)=li if and only if /~YJ~(\N)=/ A E:(/)=/i. 
(4) Compute arrays of nodes rl. active in phase k. for li =O. . II. This is done as 
follows. Construct an array Y of the nodes sorted in the nondecreasing order of their 
epochs. We note that the epoch values r( 18) arc bounded from above by log 17. given an 
input forest of 17 nodes. thus allow?ng us to use the well-known deterministic sorting 
methods [8]. Then. x0 is the array 3~ and each X~ can be created by copying a suitable 
suffix of the array x. For convenience. we will sometimes use xI to denote the set of 
elements in the array I~. 
(5) In addition. for each I, <I7 we compute a mapping (lk: x6- 1 +q ut~wrs. where 
r’oots is the set of all the roots of the forest. defined by 
r/,(1,)= 
( 
lowest proper ancestor of I’ in xI if such ancestor exists, 
,‘oot (1,) otherwise. 
We now claim the following lemma. 
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3.2.4. Computing the characteristic talurs 
We now describe how the scheduled nodes stored in the arrays c(~ are used to 
compute the characteristic values. Given the manner in which the nodes are sched- 
uled, we have to assure that the active nodes combine the information from their 
ancestors appropriately while computing their z’s. We now describe our third tech- 
nique for solving this problem. 
To start with we describe a very simple leader election protocol which takes 
a temporury characteristic flue x’(v) for each node that is O(logn) bits long and 
compresses it down to logn bit long representation. This protocol is important 
because at each step, the process of combining the path information can lead to very 
long (Q(n)) x’s; consider a “fully unbalanced” chain with n nodes, for example. Such 
long x’s cannot be manipulated by PRAMS in O(1) time. We will use this protocol 
repeatedly to ensure that the 1 values remain O(logn) bits long. 
To describe the leader election procedure more precisely, assume that a set of nodes 
V’G Vwith integer values y’ in the range (0,. . , u3 + n2 + H) assigned to them. The goal 
is to define a new value x in the range ( 1, . . . , n) for each node in v’ with the property 
that x(\ql )=x(\t2) if and only if ~‘(v~)=~‘(v~) for any I’~, L’~E V’. We do this as follows. 
For each node VE v’ we write 1’ into location X’(V) of some auxiliary array uux of size 
11~ +n’+n+ l.3 Then each YE V’ reads uu.u[;c’(~~)] and assigns it as the new x(v). 
A. The wirzding stuye. This stage consists of h + 1 phases numbered from 0 to h. Phase 
0 initializes the computation and is, therefore, different from subsequent phases. 
Phase 0: (1) For each v in ‘Q, compute ~(1,) = i whenever node v is the ith child of its 
parent. For the roots set x = 0. 
(2) Execute the leader election protocol on zO. 
At this point, x(v) encodes the path information from 1’ to its parent, unless v is a root. 
If I’ is a root, then ~(1,) codes that fact. 
Phllse k>O: (1) For each I’EX~ compute the sequence ~~,a~_,(~),...,~jk_~=u~(~~).~ 
By our procedure for computing actil>e. it follows that j< 3. Compute X’(V)= 
x;IA ~(a~_, (v))n’. Note that the X’(V) urziquel~ encodes the path information from 
node v to node ok(v). The uniqueness is ensured by the fact that the polynomial used to 
compute the X’(V) value from the appropriate (up to three) previously computed 
x values between v and ak(v) is a one-to-one function. 
(2) Execute the leader election protocol on x~. 
Let us examine the three cases that the above computation leads to during the 
phase k. 
Case I: 11 is in active (Bk, i) for i>O. Then, depending on how active levels were 
chosen for phase k, this computation itself has three cases, as shown in Figs. 3-5. 
Essentially, the path information from v to uk(\f) could involve combining the pre- 
’ It is possible to modify the algorithm to decrease the size of UUY. 
’ ai 1 (1’) is the result of applying I times the function u, ~, to Y. For technical reasons, here, and in the 
rest of the paper, whenever we write a sequence of the form I’, (1:. , (L,), . u: 1 = a, (v), we will assume that 
j> 1. and that j is as small as possible. This is really relevant if u,(v) is a root. 
Bt-l.zi+z 
\ 0::; v3 
Bk,i+l 
Bk-l,Zi+l 
Bk-l,zi+l 
viously computed partial path information of either none, one or two intermediate 
ancestors between 19 and oI( 11). 
In Fig. 4 we illustrate the case whcrc node \‘A computes the path information to 
aa( 13, by combining the previously computed path information of three inter- 
mediate ancestors. namely, from 1~~ to \s3, from 13~ to 1~~ . and from r1 to r1 Note that 
nodes \‘i for I <i<4 were active in phase I, - I and only nodes r, and r1 are active in 
phase k. Also. at the end of phase k- 1, each node r, has computed partial path 
information to its ancestor I*, , = uk 1 (I’~ 1. We show three computations for the two 
other cases when node \‘i computes the path information to n,,(ri) by combining the 
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Br-1.0 f 
u =&_I (v) 
Fig. 6. v computes the path idormation to a,(v)=root(v) 
40 
Bk-1.1 0 
Fig. 7. v knows the path information to root(v) since uL-, (v) = roof(v). 
previously computed path information of one and two intermediate ancestors in 
Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. In each case the active nodes are enclosed in boxes and the 
dotted edges indicate the previously computed path information. 
The 0th band Bk,O behaves differently from the others. 
Case 2: v is in active(Bk, O) and 1’ is not a root. Then the computation has two cases, as 
shown in Figs. 6 and 7, depending on whether v E actice (Bk _ 1, 1 ) or v E actit?e (Ilk _ 1, o ). 
Once again, the active nodes are enclosed in squares. The path information from v to 
uk(r) could involve combining the previously computed partial path information of 
either one or no intermediate ancestor between r and u~(I~)=Yoo~(v). 
In Fig. 6, node v has computed the path to uk_ 1 (v) = u in phase k - I. At the same 
time, node u has computed the path information to uk- 1 (u)= root(u)= root(v). There- 
fore, in phase k, node v computes the path information to uk (1,) = root(v) by combining 
its previously computed path information to u with that from u to root(r). 
In Fig. 7, we have the case when node Y already knows the path information to 
root(v) and, therefore, it need not combine its information with any other intermediate 
ancestor during phase k. 
Cuse 3: v is in uctioe(Bk. o ) an d v is a root. In this case, r=~+i(~)=u~(r) and the 
computation is guaranteed to be “degenerate”, as X’(V) just codes the fact that v is 
a root. 
Returning to the description of the general case, the appropriate path information is 
initially computed [in step (l)] for all the active nodes and stored in x’(r) as a 0 (log n) 
bit value. Then, we use leader election [in step (2)] to get a x(v) value that encodes this 
path information in exactly logn bits. We will now describe the unwinding stage 
during which the complete path information from each node to its root is computed. 
B. The unwinding stage. The stage consists of k phases numbered from k- 1 down 
to 0. 
PIIOSP k: (I) For each I’EZ~-Z. L + I compute the sequence 19. II: (v), , (I:( 11) = 
(iI,+ 1 (I,). Observe that j,<2. Compute ~‘(v)=~~=~~ x(ah(~))~?. 
(2) Execute the leader election protocol. 
This stage is quite similar to the winding stage with certain subtle differences. In this 
stage. each node I*. with o(r)</z participates in one phase exactly, phase c’(r). Nodes . 
with epoch /I do not participate at all. At the beginning of phase k, k < 11, x(u) for each 
node ~~uf’=,_ 1 xi uniquely encodes the path information from II to root(u). There- 
fore. we now take each node VEZ~ + , - xk and compute its new l’ value by combining 
its path information to II=LI L+, (II), its closest ancestor in x~+, ur’oot.~ with the path 
information from II to root(u). The path information from u to roor(ll) is encoded in 
~((I:(I’)). and was computed previously. We have two cases for computing x’(r), 
depending on whether II = (1: (I!) or II = of (11). The %’ values are then compacted 
through leader election. 
We present an example of the algorithm’s execution on a forest described in Fig. 8. 
As there arc 8 levels to the forest, h=3. Table 1 lists the active levels in each phase of 
the winding stage. The active levels during the unwinding stage are shown in Table 2. 
Recall, that if a level is last active in phase X- < h = 3, it will be active in the phase li of 
the unwinding stage only. A node participates in a phase if and only if its level is active 
in that phase. 
6 
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Table I 
Levels active during the winding stage 
k Levels active in phase k 
0 0. I. 2. 3, 4. 5. 6. 7 
1 0, 3. 4, 6 
2 0. 6 
3 6 
Table 2 
Levels active during the unwinding stage 
k Levels active in phase k 
2 0 
I 3. 4 
0 I. 2. 5, 7 
In Table 3 we describe both x’ and 1 for each node during all the phases that it 
participates. The final value of x is written in bold font. 
Note that phase (3) of the winding stage and phase (2) of the unwinding stage seem 
superfluous in this example. This is the result of the accidental fact that level 0 was 
active in phase (2) of the unwinding stage. 
4. Correctness and complexity 
We will now prove our algorithm to be correct and analyze its complexity. 
4. I. Proqf’ of correctness 
First we prove the following two properties of the function x at the end of a phase 
during the winding stage. 
Lemma 4.1. Let k he u phase in the winding stage, let nodes v, , v2 be such that 
e(V,), e(v2)3k, and let u1 =&(v,) and u2=uk(v2). Then, at the end of phase k 
(1) x(vl)=~(vz) implies parh(v,,u,)=parh(v,,~~). 
(2) If Ieael(v,)= level(v2), then, in addition, path(v,, ul)=path(v,, u2) implies 
x(1,1) = Xl\‘2 1. 
Proof (By induction on k). (1) For k = 0 the claim is obviously true; so, consider k > 0. 
As I’~, v2 were active in phase k-l, we get that u1 =a{lr(~,) and ~~=ajk’r(~~) 
75x 
Table 3 
Execution trace 
/’ 
I 0 
2 
3 2 
4 I 
5 I 
6 I 
7 2 
x 3 
Y 0 
IO I 
II I 
12 2 
I? I 
I4 I 
I5 I 
I6 I 
I7 2 
IX 3 
I’) I 
20 I 
21 2 
22 
23 3 
‘4 I 
NO& 
Name 
Phase 0 
/’ / / / / / /’ / / / / / 
9 Y 
Y Y 
3043 I’) 
Y I 
3 s 
702 IS 
9 I 
7’) 5 
‘02 15 
IO 19 
46 22 
(2) Once again. for k=O the claim is obviously true: so, consider k>O. From 
kwl(~~ )= /cwl(~, ), it follows that /erc~l(lr, ) = /c~d(u~ ). Analogously to the proof of 
part (1) of this lemma. ~1, =LI:‘_, (Y, ) and ~4~ =(I[~.. , (v2) for I < j, .,jr < 3 and by the 
definition of active levels. .j, =,i? =,j* and I~w/(t~~_, (13, ))=/c~c~~(u-, (11, 1). for 
O<j<j Thus, ptrtll(a:_,(\,,).rr:+:(\,,))=prlt/~(lr:_ ,(Y~).(u~~:(~‘~)) for O<,j<j,. .* 
Therefore, by induction. ~(LI:_, (11, ))=x(trL-, (v2)) at the end of phase k- I. and bj 
the definition of l’. the claim follows. I ~ 
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Proof. If e(\!)=h, then x(v) was last computed in phase h of the winding stage. If 
e(\l)<h, then x(v) was last computed in phase e(\v) of the unwinding stage. From this, 
by the leader election mechanism, the lemma immediately follows. 0 
Using the above properties, we can now claim the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.3. Upon the termination qf the algorithm, ~(vl)=x(v2) if and only if 
path(vI )=path(v2). 
Proof. Recall that path(v) means path(v, root(v)). Suppose it does not. Then there exist 
nodes 11~ and v2 for which the theorem fails. Consider two cases. 
Case 1: e(vI)#e(vz). Then by Lemma 4.2 it follows that x(~~)#x(Y~) and by the 
definition of e it follows that level(\l,) # Ieuel(v,) and, therefore, path(v,)#path(v,). 
Thus, \‘I and 11~ cannot contradict the theorem. 
Case 2: e(\ll ) = e(v2 ) = k and let k be the largest possible. We first show that k < h. 
Assume otherwise. Then, as there was only one active level during phase h of the 
winding stage, by Lemma 4.1 it follows from /ecel(v,)= lecel(v,) that ~(v,)=x(v~) if 
and only if path(v,)=path(v,). 
Again, let ajk’(,ll)=uk+,(\ll) and ajkz(v2)= uk+ 1 (11~). Then, upon termination of the 
phase k, x(vl )=x(vz) if and only if $(\I~ )=x’(~l~) during phase k, i.e. if and only if 
jl=jZ=j* and at the beginning of the phase X(ujk(vI))=X(ai(vZ)) for O<j<j,. 
Furthermore, by the way active levels are selected, level(a~(v,))= level(ui(v2)) for 
O<j<j,. 
By Lemma 4.l,,at the Tnd of phase k of the winding stage, x(ajk(v,))=x(uJk(v2)) if 
andonlyifputh(aJk(~~,),u~~‘(~~,))=path(u’,(v,),u~~1(v,))forO~j<j,,asthesevalues 
of x,were last computed during phase k of the winding stage. Moreover, by induction 
~(u~(v,))=;!(u~(\,~)) if and only if puth(&(\~,))=path(ajk*(v,)), as these values of 
x were computed earlier in the unwinding stage. From this and the fact that 
level(u:(vI))=level(ajk(v2)) and ;c(uik(l’l ))=x(&~z)) if and only if 
path(u:(v,), u:“(l,l))=puth(u~(“z), ujk+l (vz)) for O<j<j,, the theorem follows. 0 
4.2. Complexit~~ Ana1~~si.c 
The first step (A) in node scheduling was a preprocessing step during which the level 
of a node and the array count were initialized. The level of a node can be computed in 
O(log n) time using n/log n processors by reducing it to list ranking, which can be 
solved using n/log n processors in time O(log n) due to Cole and Vishkin [9] and 
Anderson and Miller [l]. [9] implies an n/logn processors O(logn) time algorithm 
for pre-order numbering a tree since Tarjan and Vishkin [20] reduce pre-order 
numbering to list ranking in the same bounds. All the algorithms above that we use 
are designed to run on an EREW PRAM. It is trivial to see that the array P can be 
permuted in step A(3) in the stated bounds. In [4] and [3] an algorithm for solving the 
all nearest smuller value problem using n/log log n processors of a CRCW PRAM and 
O(loglogr~) time is described. This algorithm can be used to implement step A(4) in 
the required bounds. In step A(S) the number of nodes at each level is computed using 
list ranking in the required bounds. 
The next step (B) involved selecting active nodes for execution in successive phases. 
This involved five substeps. In step B( 1) the levels of the forest had to be partitioned 
into bands Bk, ,_ Note that the number of bands halve on each successive phase and 
that the maximum number of bands equals the maximum possible number of levels 
II in the input. Furthermore, it takes 0( 1) time to compute the lowest and highest 
levels in each band. Therefore. given II log II processors. this band information can be 
easily computed in time O(log II). A similar argument shows that the mapping actir~ 
can be computed in step B(2) in the stated bounds. Morcovcr. the time required for 
computing the mapping E(I) and e(r*) in step B(3) is within a constant multiplicative 
factor of step B(2). In step B(4) wc use a deterministic sorting scheme [X] for sorting 
II numbers from the range [I.. . log II] in O( log /I) time using II. log II processors of an 
EREW PRAM. Recall that this initialization involved sorting x by epoch values C(Y). 
where Ic)(Y)~ < log11 for aII nodes 1’. 
Given 1, we need to spend ;t constant amount of time in steps B(4) and B(5) for each 
clement of ;I xI,. From this observation and Lemma 3.1, we conclude that steps B(4) 
and B(5) can be computed in the stated bounds as well. 
The next major step of the algorithm involves computing the characteristic values. 
This step is broken into ;I winding and an unwinding stage. Consider the winding 
stage first. By Lemma 3.1 and Brent’s theorem [S]. phase k can be implemented in 
time O(max I I. log II 2“ I ) using II log II processors. Thus. \ve conclude that the wind- 
ing stage can be completed in time O( log II) using II log II processors. A similar 
argument shows that the unwinding stage can be computed in the stated bounds as 
wcil. This allows us to claim the following theorem. 
5. The term matching problem 
We need the following preliminary definitions to state this problem. We refer to 
\-, . _. .I,,. _. as rrwiuhlea. and to /‘; . _. . /‘/ . as jitr~ctior~ .s~whols. where the super- 
script denotes the number of arguments. Functions with 0 arguments are called 
c’otl.strrrlts. 
T~WHS are defined recursively as follows: 
(I ) Variables and constants are terms. 
(3) If /‘L is a function and t 1, . . . . tj are terms. then /‘{(t ,. . . . . ri) is a term. 
As stated in the introduction, we represent terms as rooted directed trees. Each term 
I;(( , . . . . . /i) is reprcscntcd by a node lab&d with ,/‘L having children labeled with 
tr , . , tj. Such representations can be constructed from a standard string representa- 
tion within the required complexity on an EREW PRAM [2]. A term is a ground term 
if and only if it does not contain variables. 
Let T, and T2 be two terms, where T2 is a ground term. Let xi], . . .._ IL Y. be the 
variables in T, The tern1 matching problem is to determine whether there exists 
a substitution of ground terms tiI, . , fik for the variables xi!, , xik in T, such that 
after the substitution the two terms are identical. Furthermore, if such a substitution 
exists, it has to be produced. 
5.1. The ulgorithm 
Perform forest matching on the two input trees T, and T2 while ignoring the labels 
of the nodes in this step. After completion of this step, it is not hard to verify that the 
two terms can be matched (have a matching) if and only if the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(A) For every node 18~ ET, there exists a unique node VIE T, having the same path. 
For notational convenience, we define an injection 4 from the vertices of T, into the 
vertices of T2 by setting v~=~(v~) for ~r and vz as above. 
(B) If r1 E T, is labeled by a function symbol then l&e/( 4(v1 ))= lahel(r, ). 
(C) For every variable .Yi labeling some node ri in T, (such node must be a leaf), all 
the subtrees of T2 rooted at the vertices (PI LIE T, A luhe/(v)=.xi) are identical as 
l&led trees. 
That is, formally, if I’,~, . , I*~, are all the nodes of T, labeled by xi, then the suhtrees 
ti, , ., til of T2 rooted, respectively, at 4(ri, ), ., c$(vi,) are identical. This meets the 
requirement that variables have to be consistently substituted by ground terms. 
Theorem 4.5 follows immediately. 
Theorem 4.5. Any alyorithm thut c.orrrc.tl.for~st-mutchrs and checks,for conditions A, 
B, und C, ulso solws the term mutchiny problem correctly. 
Using obvious techniques it is easy to check conditions A and B above. Thus, we 
only describe how to check condition C. The method we describe is not the most 
efficient in terms of space, but is easier to describe. This involves the following several 
steps. 
(1) For each equivalence class 7ci of nodes in T, labeled by the same variable .Yi, 
select a leader node VI. Assign i I (\qi, )= 11: for all ri,~rri. 
(2) For each node VETS, assign 3.2(v)=~,I($~1(r)), whenever $~‘(v)ET~ and is 
labeled by a variable. 
As a consequence of steps (1) and (2), all the nodes in T2 that correspond to nodes 
labeled with the same variable in T, get the same i., values. This will be used in step (4) 
below to reduce the problem of checking for consistent substitutions to forest 
matching. 
(3) For each such node r (as in step (2) above). detach the subtrees rooted at 1’ from 
T2. Let F be the forest derived from step (3). 
(4) Generate an Euler tour as described in [20] for each of the trees in F. Break each 
Euler tour by removing the edge directed from the last child of the root to the root. 
As a result, we obtain a set of strings. each a linearization of a tree in F. Note, 
however, that a node may appear in more than one position of the string. 
(5) Partition the strings into equivalence classes based on the i.z value of the 
head and in each position of the string replace the node appearing there by the 
corresponding pair (Itrhc~l. z). Check that all the strings in each equivalence class are 
identical. 
The two terms T, and T, match if and only if the condition stated in step (5) is 
satisfied. 
It is easy to see that the steps (l)-(5) can be executed in the stated bounds using 
well-known techniques. Therefore. we note that the bottleneck in the above algorithm 
for term matching is to solve the forest matching problem; Theorem 4.6 follows 
immediately from Theorem 4.4. 
6. A CREW PRAM term matching algorithm 
We now sketch our modification to derive a CREW PRAM algorithm. Concurrent 
writes were needed in two places. They were used to compute the number of nodes on 
each level and to select a leader. Here we discuss how to replace both steps. 
We needed to know the number of nodes on each level in order to be able to select 
active levels in the various phases. This choice ensures that the number of nodes to be 
processed in successive phases of the winding stage decreases geometrically. Here 
we choose the levels randomly, i.e. in Section 3.2.3.B(2) trc~tiw(B,,i)=I, where 
IEac’tir’e(B,~,,zi)Utrc.tiz’(‘(B,,~~ 7,2;+* ) chosen randomly. It can be easily seen that the 
probability that the algorithm’s running time will be increased by more than a multi- 
plicative constant can be made arbitrarily small. Alternatively, randomized sorting 
[ 181 can be used to count the number of nodes at each level, given that the levels of the 
nodes have already been computed. 
The name of the leader was used to succinctly identify a node’s membership in an 
equivalence class based on the currently known path information to an ancestor. We 
now do this by computing the classes using the assignment l’(r) = h( x(r). ~((7~(\‘))) for 
a node 1’ that is active in the lith winding or unwinding stage. Here I7 is a randomly 
chosen h ashing function from an appropriate universal family 161. The new x(r) value 
at the end of the lith phase is assigned to be the same as z’(r). It is not hard to show 
that the range of 17 can be bounded by a low-order polynomial in 17. Therefore. the 
characteristics can be described in 0( log n) bits with a small (2+& for any E>O) 
multiplicative constant. Also, the required hashing functions can be computed in 
constant time. 
This is a Monte Carlo algorithm, as there is a small probability that decreases 
asymptotically to 0 with the size of the input that two nodes with differing paths will 
be assigned the same characteristic. It runs in expected time O(logn) using n/logn 
processors. 
We can convert it into a Las Vegas algorithm by attempting to certify that indeed 
two nodes in the forest get the same characteristic if and only if they have the same 
p&h. If they do not (and, thus, certification fails), the Monte Carlo algorithm is run 
again. The expected number of such runs of the Monte Carlo algorithm is bounded 
above by two. 
The certification procedure consists of two steps. In the first step we check that no 
two nodes in any tree are assigned the same characteristic. This “duplicates detection 
problem” can be solved by sorting the nodes of each tree according to characteristic 
number and comparing neighbors. For the purpose of the second step we create 
triplets of integers describing edges. For each edge of the forest of the form (u, w), 
where M‘ is the ith child of u we create the triple (x(w), x(u), i). We sort the triples by 
their first component and then check that all triples equal on the first component are 
also equal on the other two components. 
Theorem 4.7. The uhow ulyorithm runs in e.upected time O(log n) using n/log n proces- 
sors qfu CREW PRAM. It is u Monte Cur10 ulyorithm and can be conoerted to a Las 
Veyus ulgorithtn thut runs in 0( log n) expected time using n processors. 
7. Concluding Remarks 
We have described an O(logn) time algorithm for term matching that uses 
njlogn processors of a CRCW PRAM. We identify and solve forest matching 
as the basic problem in the required processor and time bounds. Once forest 
matching is thus solved, term matching is solved by applying the well-known 
techniques for several remaining subproblems. Finally, as sketched in Section 6, 
our algorithm can be modified to yield a Monte Carlo algorithm with O(logn) 
expected time using n/logn processors of a CREW PRAM. In this context, we use 
universal hash functions to simulate concurrent writes. The techniques that we have 
developed in this paper can be applied to design efficient parallel algorithms for other 
problems defined on forests. Typical examples of such problems include restricted 
cases of the more general unification problem, antiunification, and others. These 
results including a characterization of the scope of our techniques will be reported 
subsequently. 
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